Effect of flow behavior in extra-column volumes on the retention pattern of proteins in a small column.
Experimental and theoretical analysis of deformation of band profiles in extra-column volumes (ECV) was performed, and its influence on the retention pattern of proteins in a small chromatographic column was quantified. Several macromolecule and small-molecule compounds, and their mixtures were eluted from a chromatographic system in the absence and presence of the column. The peak deformation in ECV was attributed to non-uniform velocity distribution in the radial direction in connecting capillaries. The phenomenon enhanced with increasing molecular weight of the model compound, when radial diffusion dominated the mechanism of band spreading. The band shape was also affected by the geometry of the injection system used, i.e., an injection loop capillary or a superloop. The phenomenon vanished for a small molecule compound, for which plug flow conditions could be established. The difference in flow behaviour of the macromolecule and small-molecule compounds caused them to migrate with different velocities in ECV, which resulted in partial separation of their bands. The ECV effect influenced the retention behaviour of macromolecules in a small column; it caused tailing of peaks and asymmetry of breakthrough curves. To describe the elution profiles in ECV and in the column, a mathematical model was used which accounted for non-ideality of the flow pattern. The model reproduced accurately band profiles of macromolecules within a range of relatively low velocities, typical however for protein chromatography.